Mutation screen of the SIM1 gene in pediatric patients with early-onset obesity.
The transcription factor SIM1 (Single-minded 1) is involved in the control of food intake and in the pathogenesis of obesity. In mice, Sim1 is involved in the development of the paraventricular nucleus, and Sim1 deficiency leads to severe obesity and hyperphagia. In humans, chromosomal abnormalities in the SIM1 gene region have been reported in obese individuals. Furthermore, recent data also suggest that loss-of-function point mutations in SIM1 are responsible for SIM1 haplo-insufficiency that is involved in causing human obesity. In this study, we therefore wanted to expand the evidence regarding the involvement of SIM1 mutations in the pathogenesis of severe early-onset obesity. We screened 561 severely overweight and obese children and adolescents and 453 lean adults for mutations in the coding region of the SIM1 gene. Mutation screening in all patients and lean individuals was performed by high-resolution melting curve analysis combined with direct sequencing. To evaluate the effect of the mutations on SIM1 transcriptional activity, luciferase reporter assays were performed. Mutation analysis identified four novel nonsynonymous coding variants in SIM1 in four unrelated obese individuals: p.L242V, p.T481K, p.A517V and p.D590E. Five synonymous variants, p.P57P, p.F93F, p.I183I, p.V208V and p.T653T, were also identified. Screening of the lean control population revealed the occurrence of four other rare SIM1 variants: p.G408R, p.R471P, p.S492P and p.S622F. For variants p.T481K and p.A517V, which were found in obese individuals, a decrease in SIM1 transcriptional activity was observed, whereas the transcriptional activity of all variants found in lean individuals resembled wild type. In this study, we have demonstrated the presence of rare SIM1 variants in both an obese pediatric population and a population of lean adult controls. Further, we have shown that functional in vitro analysis of SIM1 variants may help in distinguishing benign variants of no pathogenic significance from variants which contribute to the obesity phenotype.